ABSTRACT N-body methods simulate the evolution of systems of particles (or bodies). They are critical for scientific research in fields as diverse as molecular dynamics, astrophysics, and material science. Most load balancing techniques for N-body methods use particle count to approximate computational work. This approximation is inaccurate, especially for systems with high density variation, because work in an N-body simulation is proportional to the particle density, not the particle count. In this paper, we demonstrate that existing techniques do not perform well at scale when particle density is highly non-uniform, and we propose a load balance technique that efficiently assigns load in terms of interactions instead of particles. We use adaptive sampling to create an even work distribution more amenable to partitioning, and to reduce partitioning overhead. We implement and evaluate our approach on a Barnes-Hut algorithm and a large-scale dislocation dynamics application, ParaDiS. Our method achieves up to 26% improvement in overall performance of Barnes-Hut and 18% in ParaDiS.
force on any other. The simulation progresses by repeatedly computing force interactions between pairs of particles, then updating the particles to reflect the force's effect. These forces typically comprise the bulk of the simulation's execution time. If all forces are considered, a naïve N-body algorithm runs in O(n 2 ) time with respect to the number of particles. Modern algorithms such as Barnes-Hut [5] and the fast multipole method [31] use more sophisticated algorithms to reduce the number of interactions that need to be computed, resulting in O(n log n) or O(n) runtime, but even with these algorithms, the interaction computation dominates the runtime. Large N-body simulations may involve billions of particles, and they need to be run on parallel computers.
Load balance is a major performance problem for N-body methods at scale. For the best parallel performance, computational work must be evenly decomposed over all processing elements of the machine. Currently, many N-body simulations use a geometric domain decomposition to assign groups of particles to processes, and each process computes the interactions involving the particles it is assigned. However, the work in N-body simulations is proportional to the number of interactions each process computes, i.e., the local density of particles in the simulated domain. Particle decompositions can therefore distribute work unevenly when there is high particle density variation. This type of load imbalance is particularly expensive at scale, because hundreds of thousands of idle processors may wait on a single overloaded processor.
We show that particle-based decompositions are prohibitively imprecise at scale, particularly when interaction density is highly non-uniform, and we present a load balancing method that explicitly balances the real work: interactions. Current approaches do not balance interactions explicitly because of memory and performance concerns: interactions greatly outnumber particles. Our approach makes balancing interactions affordable by using adaptive sampling to select uniformly sized groups of interactions, which we call work units. We then apply a hypergraph partitioner to the work units and to assign them to processes. The overhead of this approach is low because the coarse granularity of the work units and their uniform size make the hypergraph partitioner run efficiently.
We apply our load balancing technique to a Barnes-Hut benchmark and a large scale dislocation dynamics application, ParaDiS. This paper makes the following contributions:
1. An algorithm for load balancing interactions in N-body simulations, using work unit selection and hypergraph partitioning to assign interactions to processes explicitly; 2. An adaptive sampling approach to select work units with uniform sizes for good load balance, and coarse granularity for good partitioning performance; Demonstration of significantly improved load balance, low overhead, and overall performance improvements of up to 26% on Barnes-Hut and 18% on ParaDiS. To our knowledge, we present the first approach to load balancing interactions explicitly with low overhead. Section 2 summarizes traditional load balance methods for N-body applications. Section 3 describes our algorithm for load balancing interactions, which uses an adaptive sampling approach for selecting work units and hypergraph partitioning for assignment to processes, as detailed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Section 4 outlines our implementation and its application to Barnes-Hut and ParaDiS. We evaluate the performance of our approach in Section 5.
LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING N-BODY LOAD BALANCING TECHNIQUES
N-Body methods simulate the evolution of systems of particles (bodies) by computing force interactions on groups of particles. For forces like gravity and electromagnetism, interactions involve pairs of particles, but in other systems they may involve larger groups. Once the force is evaluated, particle positions are updated and the cycle repeats. Figure 1 shows a system of particles (circles) and the interactions between them (edges). In nearly all N-body simulations, force computation is the bulk of the work. Modern algorithms such as Barnes-Hut [5] and fast multipole [31] compute weak long-range forces (blue edges) less frequently than stronger near-range forces (black edges). These algorithms use a cutoff radius to determine whether an interaction is near-or long-range; the cutoff radius is determined based on the particular physics simulated. This optimization reduces the number of interactions computed. Still, the force computation dominates the running time.
The largest N-body simulations comprise billions of particles and require a parallel computer in order to run. Implementing an efficient parallel N-body algorithm is difficult because the algorithm must evenly distribute work to all processes; this task of dividing work is called domain decomposition. Since N-body systems are dynamic, the interactions that each process evaluates change over time, and we must load balance frequently. Finally, in addition to evenly dividing work, parallel N-body load balancers must effectively manage locality. To compute a force interaction, the simulation needs information on all particles involved. If the particles are owned by different processes, then each process must gather information on remote particles. Local copies of remote particles are called ghosts. Ghost communication is expensive, so load balancers must allocate particles to minimize such communication.
Plimpton [23] classifies N-Body load balancing algorithms into three categories: particle decomposition, force decomposition, and spatial decomposition. The remainder of this section discusses these methods and their limitations in terms of the above criteria.
Particle Decomposition. In a system of N particles running on P processes, particle decomposition (also called row-wise decomposition) assigns N/P particles to each process. Each particle and its associated interactions comprise a single row in the force matrix. Each interaction is computed by the process that owns the particles involved. If particles in an interaction are owned by different processes, a tiebreaker determines which process should compute the interaction. Unless extra care is taken to preserve particle locality, particle decomposition does not minimize ghost communication. Work is balanced by moving the particles from process to process. However, with a cutoff radius, the number of interactions per particle varies with the local density of the system. Interactions are the bulk of computation, so particle decompositions become increasingly imbalanced the more density varies.
Force Decomposition. Rather than assigning rows of the force matrix as in particle decomposition, force decomposition assigns blocks of the force matrix. Because particle ordering in the matrix has no geometric correspondence, force decomposition methods do not minimize ghost communication. This method works well for a naive N-body algorithm that does not use a cutoff radius, because the force matrix is densely populated. However, it does not work well when there is a cutoff radius because each matrix block may contain very different numbers of interactions. To balance work efficiently, blocks of the force matrix must be uniformly dense.
Spatial Decomposition. Most modern N-body simulations use spatial decomposition, in which the simulated physical domain is divided geometrically into subdomains, which are then assigned to processes. Examples include orthogonal recursive bisection [7, 34] , octrees [26, 35] , fractiling [4] , and space-filling curves [10] . Orthogonal recursive bisection divides space recursively into cuboids until each contains approximately N/P particles. Octree methods similarly divide three-dimensional subspaces into octants until octants contain a similar number of particles. Other spatial decomposition methods include Voronoi cell decomposition [28] , where each process is assigned a centroid and owns the particles nearest its centroid (Figure 2(a) ), and prismatic schemes [8] , a variation on recursive bisection allowing subspaces to be divided more than twice (Figure 2(b) ). Spatial decomposition methods preserve locality of particles and therefore reduce ghost communication.
In all of these methods, each process owns the computation associated with the particles in its subdomains and the work is balanced by adjusting the subdomain boundaries. Particles are moved among subdomains as part of balancing. Some methods use the number of particles per subdomain as an approximation of the workload, while others [36] weight each particle by the number of interactions in which it participates. Our method can split the work on one particle between multiple processes. Many of these methods (e.g., octrees and recursive bisection) impose limits on how the space can be subdivided. Together, these approximations lead to less accurate load balancing, which limits application speedup.
Limitations. No existing method balances N-body interactions directly with high precision. Particle and spatial decomposition attempt to assign similar numbers of interactions to processes by assigning particles, introducing a high degree of approximation. The force decomposition does balance forces directly, but it as-sumes a dense force matrix, but many simulation force matrices are sparse. Spatial and particle decompositions reduce bookkeeping costs; tracking spatial boundaries or even individual particles is still no worse than O(n) in the number of particles; tracking individual interactions would quickly become intractable. Even the force decomposition assigns blocks rather than individual interactions, thus reducing bookkeeping overhead. Our new method that allows fine-grained interaction balancing also avoids the memory and performance overheads of tracking individual interactions.
AN INTERACTION-BASED BALANCER
The load balancer must be precise to achieve the evenly balanced load required for performance at scal. In particular, to address the limitations discussed in Section 2, the load balancer must:
1 Optimal partitioning is NP-hard [18] with many heuristic partitioning algorithms. However, while existing partitioning algorithms are sufficient for off-line use, our challenge is to use them in a dynamic, on-line load balancer. Even with an efficient heuristic algorithm, the number of interactions on each process is O((
Repeatedly partitioning a system this large at runtime is too slow.
The crux of our approach is to reduce the number of work units under consideration by several orders of magnitude using sampling. Further, we exploit two key aspects of any partitioner, namely that the partitioner has a higher likelihood of finding an optimal solution [18] and will therefore run faster if: 1) work unit sizes are small compared to process load, and 2) the sizes are relatively uniform in size. We have developed adaptive techniques to split large sample groups and to narrow distribution of work unit sizes. We have also experimented with different sample granularities to find a sufficiently fine granularity without excessive overhead.
To our knowledge, our load balancing algorithm is the first online algorithm that directly partitions interactions instead of particles. Our technique is also the first algorithm to sample interactions in a large-scale N-body problem. We discuss our adaptive sampling techniques in detail in Section 3.1, and we present our techniques for model construction and partitioning in Section 3.2.
Selecting Work Units
As discussed, using a hypergraph partitioner on the full set of interactions in an N-body simulation is infeasible. Thus, we have developed an adaptive sampling strategy that works in two ways. First, sampling coarsens the data set by several orders of magnitude, which allows us to solve a much smaller partitioning problem. Second, our sampling strategy is adaptive: it samples denser regions of the problem space more finely so that work units are relatively uniform in size, avoiding many of the pitfalls of the decompositions discussed in Section 2. Our strategy ensures that the partitioning is both fast and accurate.
Algorithm 1 outlines the steps of our approach. Our algorithm takes as input the set of particles P , a set of interactions I, and an adaptive sampling threshold s. Our algorithm's output is a set of work units. A work unit is a sampled interaction and an associated
Algorithm 1 Adaptive Interaction Sampling
Input. P ← particles, I ← interactions, s ← adaptive sampling threshold 1: countavg = |I|/|P | 2: for all p j ∈ P do 3: ip j = set of interactions of p j 4: nSubsets j = max(1, s × |ip j |/countavg) 5: take nSubsets j samples from ip j 6: if nSubsets j > 1 then 7:
build k-d tree from samples taken 8: for all interactions of p j do
9:
select the subset w jk to which interaction belongs 10:
end for
12:
w javg = |ip j |/nSubsets j
13:
for all subset jk ∈ subsets j do 14: neighborhood. Each work unit represents all samples in a particular neighborhood, and it consists of the sampled interaction, an associated centroid, and a number of non-sampled interactions.
On line 2, Algorithm 1 starts by iterating over all particles. For each particle, on lines 4 and 5, the algorithm samples at least one interaction. If a particle is involved in more than the average number of interactions, then we take more samples. The adaptive sampling threshold, s, determines the number of additional samples to take, and the caller can use s to adjust the aggressiveness of sampling in dense regions of the domain. The number of interactions sampled from particle pj is stored in nSubsetsj.
Once we have a sampled interaction, we assign it a coordinate in space based on the centroid of the particles that it involves. For a pairwise force, like gravity, the centroid is the midpoint between two particles. For more complex forces, it is the center of mass of the polygon defined by the member particles ( Figure 3(a) ). To define neighborhoods for work units, each sampled interaction's centroid is used as the center of a Voronoi cell that defines the neighborhood. A centroid's Voronoi cell is the set of points closest to that centroid. Figure 3 (b) shows a set of points and their enclosing Voronoi cells. Any interactions in a sampled interaction's Voronoi cell are considered part of its work unit.
Our adaptive sampling technique ensures that each Voronoi cell contains approximately the same number of interactions. If a cell contains too many interactions, e.g., the cell in Figure 3 (c), then we increase the number of samples in its neighborhood, effectively splitting it into subcells. Thus, our work units have nearly uniform granularity and are easy to partition. However, the splitting is potentially expensive. With one sample per particle, we can easily track which interactions belong to a particular work unit by associating the interactions with their owning particle. With multiple samples for a particle, we need another ownership mechanism. For particles with multiple samples, we use a k-d tree [14] to determine which interactions are closest to each sample.
Right-Tailed Distribution. Using a k-d tree ensures that each work unit has high locality and the accuracy of our sampling scheme. However, constructing it is expensive. We must therefore be careful to set the adaptive sampling threshold to a value that balances granularity with range query cost.
Fortunately, an obvious way to set s exists for nearly all N-body systems, In the natural sciences, the density of samples of objects 1: for p j ∈ P do 2: H.insert(e i ) to represent the particle 3: for i ∈ subsets j do 4:
add edges from v ij to all e i , hyperedges needed to compute v ij 6: end for 7: end for in physical and natural processes (such as particles in a dynamical system) obey a power law distribution [13] . This phenomenon is known as Taylor's Law in ecology and the fluctuation scaling law in physics. For our purposes, it implies that random sampling leads to work units with sizes that can be fit to a gamma distribution:
where k is a shape parameter, Θ is a scale parameter, and Γ(k) is the gamma function evaluated at k. While the parameters vary, all examples that we have considered exhibit a long right tail as shown in Figure 3 (d), which implies that relatively few samples have a larger than average number of interactions. Thus, we can achieve an even distribution of work unit weights by splitting relatively few work units into smaller pieces. The (red) shaded area under the tail of the gamma distribution in Figure 3 (d) depicts the number of work units that are larger than 2µ, or 2× the mean. Thus a domain scientist can easily pick a good value for s for a particular problem: s should generally be chosen to "chop off" all or part of the tail off the gamma distribution. In Section 5, we show empirically that our method produces work units with relatively uniform sizes, and we demonstrate the positive impact on the resulting load balance.
Assigning Work Units to Processes
Section 3.1 described how we select uniformly sized work units for load balancing; next, we construct a model from these work units to represent both parallel computation and communication. A hypergraph is a well suited model for this problem because hypergraphs have been used extensively to represent the behavior of parallel applications [16] . Further, we can use well established hypergraph partitioning algorithms to guide load balancing.
Hypergraphs are a generalization of graphs. Where a graph contains vertices, and pairs of vertices are connected by edges, in a hypergraph, each hyperedge may connect one or more of vertices. Thus, if we represent interactions with vertices, particles are a natural fit for hyperedges, because a particle may be involved in many interactions. Hyperedges also accurately represent ghost communication in N-body simulations, because if two interactions in the Algorithm 3 Sampling-based Interaction Load Balancer n ← number of particles, p ← number of processes, m ← number of interactions, s ← adaptive sampling threshold
Step Cost 1: Build list of interactions per particle incurred 2: Adaptively sample interactions (Alg. 1)
Redistribute particles, samples, setup ghosts incurred 6: Build list of interactions per particle incurred 7:
same partition share a hyperedge that represents a remote particle, a single ghost node will need to be fetched. Partitioning a hypergraph tries to minimize the number of hyperedges cut by partition boundaries, and thus minimizes interprocess communication.
Formally, given a weighted hypergraph H = (V, E H ) where V is a set of vertices and E H is a set of hyperedges, hypergraph partitioning divides V into k sets based on the following two objectives:
1. Equal partitions: Vertices are assigned to processes so that the total vertex weight on each process is approximately equal. 2. Minimized hyperedge cut: Minimize the number of shared particles cut by the partitions. In our hypergraph, the vertices are the work units selected in Section 3.1 (to represent interactions), and hyperedges represent particles (storage units). Algorithm 2 shows our procedure. We first add all particles as hyperedges to the sampled interaction hypergraph H to ensure the graph is connected (line 2). We add the work units from Section 3.1 as vertices (line 4) that will be partitioned into equal partitions. We add edges between the vertices (work units) and the needed hyperedges (particles) to preserve the spatial proximity information in the graph (line 5). We use a hypergraph partitioner to partition the resulting hypergraph.
Interaction-Based Load Balancer Using Sampling and Hypergraph Partitioning
Algorithm 3 shows all steps of our approach together with phases of a host N-body application. To quantify the asymptotic overhead of our algorithm, we list the computational complexity of each phase. Again, since we have chosen to use a hypergraph as our model, the complexities reflect those of hypergraph partitioning. For all complexities, p is the number of processes, n is the number of particles, m is the number of interactions, and s is our sampling threshold. The complexities of some phases are listed as incurred. These are phases that an N-body application would perform regardless of whether it uses our load balancing approach, so we do not count the runtime of these phases as overhead. Our load balancer starts by building interaction lists for each particle. The application would need this step (or at least a loop, if not a list) to compute interactions, so the cost is not part of overhead. The list of interactions is then passed to Algorithm 1, which samples interactions and constructs work units. We then construct a model, in this case a hypergraph, from the work units in Algorithm 2. We pass this model to partitioning. Assuming a power law distribution as mentioned in Section 3.1, the number of work units added to the hypergraph is O(n). The work units in the tail of the hypergraph do not increase this upper bound. Because the graph is constructed in a distributed manner across all processes, the cost is O(s n p ). This cost can vary based on the load balance of the input graph, but for this analysis, we assume that the input is not highly imbalanced initially, which is true for all but the first invocation, assuming our algorithm is run frequently.
Hypergraph partitioning is O(|V |log(|V |)), in the size of the input graph, and for our graph, |V | = s n p , which gives O(s n p log(s n p )) for phase 4. Thus, the complexity is in terms of n and our algorithm partition n objects instead of m = p( n p ) 2 interactions. After partitioning, we rely on the application to distribute work according to the outcome of partitioning. These costs are incurred. Last, during the force computation, we must add logic to check each interaction computation against our computed assignment, which is O( m p log(s)). The extra log(s) factor reflects the range lookup required for the small number of particles with split interactions.
APPLICATIONS & IMPLEMENTATION
Our load balancer implementation requires support libraries for partitioning and for geometric range queries. Several hypergraph partitioning libraries are freely available [11, 24] . In this work, we use the hypergraph partitioner from Zoltan [12] . We use the k-d tree implementation from the CGAL [2] Computational Geometry Library for the nearest neighbor computation.
Barnes-Hut
The first application to which we have applied our framework is an implementation of the classic Barnes-Hut algorithm. We created a distributed version of Barnes-Hut [5] based on a shared memory implementation from the Lonestar suite in Galois [9, 22] . The code is written in C++ and uses MPI for communication. Its force calculation phase uses an octree to compute approximately the force that the n particles in the system exert on each other (e.g., through gravity). The n leaves of the octree are the individual particles, while the internal nodes summarize information about the particles contained in the subtree (i.e., combined mass and center of gravity). This octree effectively partitions the volume hierarchically around the n particles into successively smaller cells. While a precise computation would have to consider O(n 2 ) interactions, the Barnes-Hut algorithm uses the summary information contained at each level of the hierarchy to approximate interactions for far away particles. Particles that interact with other particles in nearby cells are computed directly, but for interactions with cells that are sufficiently far away, one force computation with the cell is sufficient.
This algorithm has O(n log(n)) complexity. For example, consider the two-dimensional hierarchical subdivision of space in Figure 4 . The algorithm checks the distance to the red cell's center of gravity (red circle). Because the distance is not large (red arrow), interactions with all bodies in the red cell are computed (black arrows). Because the blue cell's center (blue circle) is far enough away, only the interaction with the center is computed (blue arrow, a single computation), instead of for each body (dashed arrows).
We run our load balance algorithm at the end of each timestep. We generate our hypergraph by extracting the particle interactions from the octree data structure. Once partitioned, we redistribute the particles and assign interactions. As a baseline comparison for our results, we use a decomposition that allows assignment of any particle (along with its interactions) to any process, which is more flexible than many implementations of spatial decomposition. To preserve locality, we ordered the atoms by a space filling curve as done by Winkel, et al. [36] , Warren and Salmon [35] , and used with modifications by Sundar, et al. [29] . The related work shows speedup for 'homogeneous' and 'non-homogeneous' particle distributions; the drop in scalability for 'non-homogeneous' particle distributions reveals that this load balancing scheme is insufficient for this case, which our work targets. Unfortunately, the prior work does not explicitly quantify the load imbalance.
ParaDiS
ParaDiS ( Figure 5 ) is the second application that we use in our experiments [3, 8] . This large-scale dislocation dynamics simulation, which is written in C/C++ with MPI for interprocess communication, is used to study the fundamental mechanisms of plasticity. It computes short-range forces directly and uses multipole expansion [15, 31] to compute long-range forces. ParaDiS simulations grow in size as they progress, necessitating periodic rebalancing.
Currently, ParaDiS uses a spatial domain decomposition and has several methods for adjusting the decomposition at runtime. Recursive sectioning or recursive bisection can be used to decompose the domain into spatial prisms, and one prism is assigned to each process. The 3-dimensional recursive sectioning decomposition first segments the domain in the X direction, then in the Y direction within X slabs, and finally in the Z direction within XY slabs, as demonstrated in Figure 2 ters or halves (depending on the number of domains specified per dimension) such that the computational cost of each sub-partition is roughly the same; the decomposition is then recursively applied to each of the sub-partitions.
ParaDiS uses empirical measurements as an input to its load balancing algorithm. It estimates load by timing the computation that the developers consider most important for load balance. The load balancing algorithm adjusts work per process by shifting the boundaries of the sections. The size of neighboring domains constrains the magnitude of a shift since the algorithm does not move a boundary past the end of a neighboring section. Figure 6 shows the effectiveness of the recursive bisection load balancer. This fully distributed approach improves load balance over time. However, beyond some point, it cannot improve load balance further due to its approximate assignment of interactions. We use the lowest load imbalance values achievable by the built-in balancer as the baseline for our comparisons in Section 5.3. Figure 7 demonstrates how we describe the ParaDiS computation as a hypergraph of dislocation nodes (particles) and interactions, where a dislocation node is a degree of freedom in the problem. Dislocation nodes are the units of data stored in application data structures, and arms or segments are the connecting edges, as shown in Figure 7 (a). ParaDiS imposes a regular grid of cells to discretize the space, which is used to determine proximity and divide the interactions into short and long range. A segment interacts with all other segments in its own cell and the cells surrounding it, 27 cells in total (assuming periodic boundaries). A segment interaction is a unit of work in ParaDiS, as illustrated by red squares in Figure 7 (b). Each interaction involves three or four dislocation nodes (particles), unlike many n-body applications which define interactions between pairs of particles. Figure 7(c) demonstrates the hypergraph that we use for ParaDiS. The dislocation nodes and segment interactions are the same as in Figure 7 (b) (shown as blue spheres and red squares). The dislocation nodes become the hyperedges, connected to all interactions that they support.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For our experiments, we use a Linux cluster with nodes consisting of two Hex-core Intel Xeon EP X5660 processors running at 2.8 GHz, with twelve cores per node and 22,272 cores total. All nodes are connected by QDR Infiniband. We use GCC 4.4.7 and MVAPICH v0.99 on top of CHAOS [1] , an HPC variant of RedHat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), running at Linux kernel version 2.6.32.
Distribution of Work Unit Sizes and Impact on Performance
This section examines the distribution of work unit sizes under the sampling strategies described in Section 3.1, and how more uniform distribution leads to more evenly distributed load. These experiments use a Barnes-Hut problem with 32K particles, which we strong scale from 8 to 2,048 processes. We chose this problem since it is the largest problem that can fit into memory for 8 processes. We chose strong scaling since reproducing density variations for weak scaling is difficult. Strong scaling allows us to use the same problem at all scales so data points are comparable. Figure 8 shows the effect of sample size and sampling strategy on the variability of work unit size in Barnes-Hut. As discussed in Section 3.1, sampling a simulated domain with high density variability results in a power law distribution of work units, as Figure 8 (Figure 8(b) ). By running Algorithm 1 without any adaptation, we achieve a maximum work unit size of 2,190. We achieve a tighter, nearly normal distribution of the interactions that each work unit represents by using the full adaptive sampling approach from Algorithm 1, as Figure 8(c) shows. Here, the maximum work unit size is 1,380. Figure 9 demonstrates the impact of the sample size and strategy. Figure 9 (a) compares how the two approaches to sampling impact the ability of the load balancer to assign equal partitions to processes, where imbalance is: imbalance = maximum load -average load average load Because adaptive sampling makes the distribution of sample weights more uniform, it results in better partition quality (lower imbalance), as Figure 9 (a) shows. Roughly, adaptive sampling can achieve the same partitioning quality as doubling the sample size, and keeps the number of resulting work units roughly the same as its nonadaptive version. Since the number of work units directly impacts the cost of our load balancing method, using a sampling approach that more uniformly distributes work unit sizes is of increasing importance as process count increases. We also evaluate the quality of the load balance achieved by our load balancing approach, measured by the percent imbalance. We compare the different sampling rates and the traditional particlebased approach. Figure 9(b) shows that, while imbalance of the application using a particle-based method grows quickly as the number of processes increases, our direct interaction assignment scheme is able to achieve much lower levels of imbalance. Because our method is sampling based, quality is, to a large extent, a function of the number of samples, or the work units assigned to processes. When the number of work units is too small, quality partitioning is difficult to achieve. However, even modest sample sizes of under 1% of all interactions allows for quality partitions. Samples above 1% show diminishing returns on partition quality.
The imbalance increases with the number of processes in this strongly scaled example since we have fewer individual work units to assign to each process. Thus the job of the partitioner is more difficult. One of the strengths of our method is that we can choose the number of work units that we select, which allows us to trade off between cost and accuracy. Figure 9 (c) shows the aggregate overhead of our load balancer. As mentioned earlier, sample count directly impacts the cost of our load balancer because it determines the cost of partitioning, sampling and nearest-neighbor assignment. The figure clearly demonstrates the linear relationship between the sample size and the cost of our balancer. The same size bars within a sample size group would indicate consistent aggregate compute time across all processes, i.e., perfect scaling. While the sampling and nearest-neighbor assignment scale well, the overhead numbers show some degradation in scalability due to the limited scalability of the partitioner. The latter is a well known problem, but can be remedied. Since our method is sampling based and the resulting graph of work units is small, we could gather this graph on a smaller number of processes for partitioning, and then scatter the results. This optimization would allow us to pick the optimal scale for the partitioner independent of the scale at which the application is run, and thus reduce overall runtime. We leave this optimization for future work.
Sampling enables us to use the graph partitioning when partitioning the entire graph would be prohibitively expensive. Figure 10 shows the hypergraph partitioner time (Zoltan) for different sample rates using our ParaDiS data set. The complete graph for this data set has 1M particles and 547M interactions. It takes seconds to partition the graph with just 0.11% of the interactions sampled; partitioning the complete graph would be extremely expensive.
Overall, our sampling approach is an effective way to reduce the size of the graph to be partitioned while preserving the quality of the resulting partitions. The savings in partitioner time make the approach of explicitly load balancing the interactions affordable. As mentioned in Algorithm 3.3, we have effectively reduced the complexity of balancing interactions to that of balancing particles.
Impact on Barnes-Hut Performance
We show the impact of our load balancer on performance of the Barnes-Hut benchmark in Figure 10 . The total times for our 32K particle simulation with different sampling rates are listed in Figure 10 (b); Figure 10 (c) illustrates these total times relative to the original load balancer. With 0.1% sample, our method shows marginal performance improvement over the original load balancer; poor performance is due to undersampling and the partitioner's inability to form equal partitions from the work units provided. With more sampling, our method outperforms the original method; in this example, the point of diminishing returns is apparent for the sampling ratio of 1.6%. Although our method gains more from its accuracy at scale, two reasons inhibit its performance when the sampling ratio is held constant while increasing the process count. First, the partitioner has fewer work units to divide between a larger number of partitions, resulting in slight increase in load imbalance. In a more realistic scenario, one would chose the sampling ratio relative to both the problem size and the number of partitions needed, thus not observing this performance degradation. Second, the partitioner scales poorly when partitioning the same small graph on more processes (as discussed previously), necessitating the decoupling of the partitioner scale from the problem scale.
Our interaction-based balancer with sufficient sampling performs well and clearly outperforms the particle-based load balancer. Overall, we observe 23-26% improvement for the optimal sampling rate.
Impact on ParaDiS Performance
We evaluate the impact of our load balancer on the performance of ParaDiS. We use a highly dynamic crystal simulation input set for ParaDiS, with 1M degrees of freedom at the beginning of the simulation growing to 1.1M degrees of freedom by the end of the run. We strongly scaled this simulation up to 4,096 processes. Figure 11 shows the effect of the sample size and strategy on work unit size variability. Per-particle sampling results in a distribution with a long right tail, as demonstrated in Figure 11 (a). The maximum work unit represents 5,615 interactions, and the sample size is 0.11% of the interactions in the problem. As shown in Figure 11(b) , with an only 0.01% increase in sample size (for a total sample rate of 0.12%), we decrease the maximum work unit size to 2,807. With an additional 0.05% increase in sample size (for a total sample rate of 0.17%), we decrease the maximum work unit size to 1,885, as Figure 11(c) shows. Figure 12 details performance of the load balancer and the application with different sampling strategies. Figure 12(a) demonstrates the impact that the different sampling strategies have on load imbalance, along with the lowest possible load balance achieved by the built-in balancer. With an addition of more work units to partition and more uniform work unit size distribution, the hypergraph partitioner achieves lower levels of load imbalance. As the number of processes grows, the imbalance increases in this strong scaling problem due to the partitioner having to divide the same number of work units into more partitions. The partitioner needs more work units to work with at scale; a higher sampling rate or a bigger problem with the same sampling rate would allow the partitioner to accomplish similar levels of imbalance at scale. Figure 12 (b) shows the cost break down for a sample rate of 0.17% relative to the performance using the existing load balancer. The computation time required with our load balancer is lower, especially at larger process counts when the existing load balancer performs significantly worse. The time spent in the hypergraph partitioner increases as the process count increases because the partitioner does not scale optimally and must partition the same number of work units into more partitions, a more difficult problem to solve. As already discussed, our future work will address this issue. Figure 12 (c) shows the runtime of the problem with different sampling levels, relative to the runtime of the problem with the built-in balancer. For all sampling levels, our method shows greater improvement as the number of processes grows, due to larger improvement in load balance. Further improvement is possible over the per-particle sampling (0.11% sample) because our adaptive sampling improves the distribution of work unit sizes. Because the cost of our algorithm is dependent on the sample size, a sample rate of 0.17% only slightly outperforms one of 0.12%. Performance degrades with the 0.60% sample due to the costs outweighing the benefit of sampling more. Figure 13 lists the total runtimes.
We compare to the second, optimized load balance scheme that the ParaDiS developers implemented. Overall, we achieve improvement in performance of 6-18% over this already highly optimized and dynamically load balanced production application.
RELATED WORK
Section 2 discussed related work on N-body applications. Related work also includes applications and frameworks that use geometric and graph-based load balancing methods.
In theoretical work on load balancing hierarchical N-body applications, Teng partitions the communication graph [30] and proves certain sub-types of communication graphs can be partitioned. Teng builds a communication graph between the boxes in the hierarchy, and adds edges between the leaf boxes and the actual particles. Noting that edge density makes graph partitioning difficult, Teng then combines some of the edges and shows that the in-and out-degree of the communication graph is bounded by O(log n + µ), where n is the number of boxes and µ is a measure of uniformity. Thus, the graph becomes more dense as the problem or non-uniformity grow. On the contrary, the density of our hypergraph is not tied to the size of the input but rather the sampling rate, or the granularity needed by the partitioner to create quality partitions. Teng's approach assigns weights to particles to meet the load balancing criteria. However, graph partitioners perform poorly with the large variation in weights. By design, our algorithm achieves relatively uniform vertex weights, improving partition quality.
Other types of scientific applications employ geometric load balancers. SAMRAI [37] is a structured AMR application that orders boxes by their spatial location by placing a Morton curve (or Zcurve) [19] through the box centroids to increase the likelihood that the neighboring patches will reside on the same processor after load balancing. PLUM [20, 21] is a load balancing framework for adaptive grid applications. It can use any partitioning algorithm and assists in efficient processor assignment and remapping of the computation. DRAMA [6] is a dynamic load balancing library for finite element methods that includes geometric and graph partitioning algorithms. Its repartitioning modules include iterative pairwise load balancing, recursive coordinate bisection (RCB). Implicit treatment of work units and inherent approximations make these approaches fast but lead to higher imbalance at scale.
An alternative to geometric methods are partitioners that work with mesh, graph, or hypergraph representation of computation, i.e., ParMetis [24, 25] , Jostle [32, 33] , and Zoltan [11, 12] . Our work determines an appropriate representation for the problem, and leverages these powerful tools by providing them with inputs that enable quality solutions to the problem.
CONCLUSIONS
Traditional parallel N-body load balance algorithms use approximate methods to assign computational work, or interactions to processes. Those that do balance interactions directly, such as force decomposition, do so with coarse granularity because the interaction graph is large and costly to partition directly. We have developed the first approach for explicitly balancing interactions in N-body applications at runtime. Our approach uses sampling to reduce the size of the interaction hypergraph by several orders of magnitude, and aggressive adaptive sampling to even the size of sampled work units. The combination of these two techniques enables extremely efficient partitioning. Using these techniques in conjunction with a hypergraph partitioner to minimize inter-process communication, we have shown for two optimized parallel applications, BarnesHut and the ParaDiS dislocation dynamics code, that our method achieves 23-26% and 6-18% improvement in overall performance. To our knowledge, our approach is the first to balance interactions directly with such fine granularity.
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